
Enabled by Ultrabook™ Devices 
Vladstudio Companion by ALSEDI Group breathes fresh life into ordinary PC aesthetics by merging an intuitive 
interface with an easy-to-access gallery of clever wallpaper designs. Desktops can be revamped with an 
evolving gallery of new designs and users can be notified when new wallpapers are released. Curating favorites 
is as easy as a few handy clicks.

The Vladstudio Companion app, featured on Ultrabook™ devices and Windows* 8 tablets with an Intel® Atom™ 
processor, is a fun and intuitive way to bring some warmth and fun visuals to your desktop. It features a 
multitude of engaging designs that entice the viewer with their elegance, sophistication and whimsy.

The Vladstudio Companion features:

•  Intuitive and accessible gallery of clever wallpaper designs 

•  Easy-to-save option to download wallpapers to the Pictures Library

•  Convenient Lock Screen for setting wallpapers

•  Social features like sharing wallpapers to email, SkyDrive and more through 
    the Charm-bar
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The Vladstudio Companion makes visual inspiration accessible through an enticing gallery of desktop designs, 
created by the talented visual arts team at ALSEDI Group. These desktop designs range from sophisticated to 
whimsical and fun to look at.  

Easy-to-use interface 

It’s easier than ever to curate your favorite desktop designs, using the 
fabulously simple and user-friendly interface. See a picture of a bubbling 
volcano that you want to save? Saving it to your Picture Library is easy. 
You can also select any design to Lock Screen, or search for specific 
designs using Keyword search. Image cache is also now available! 

Child-friendly illustrations

Fluffy chicks dreaming of lattes. Kid scientist. A dragon flying over the 
moon. These are just a few examples of the beloved desktop wallpapers 
designed for children. Kids of all ages love the creatures that inhabit the 
serene, engaging landscapes the ALSEDI team dreams up. Each design 
evokes a playful world that stimulates developing minds. 

Sophisticated designs for adults

The sheer variety of this gallery is impressive. It features geometric 
patterns of varying colors, elegant fractals, and minimalist 
phosphorescent digital collage that is tastefully curated and truly 
appealing for kids and adults alike.

Get alerted when new designs are added

The creative minds at ALSEDI are always delivering new content that is 
automatically uploaded into the app. That means your Ultrabook device is 
continually hooked up to a steady stream of new inspiration.

Relaxation at your fingertips

Gentle, affection, and joyful, these designs are an oasis for the senses. 
Studies show that surrounding yourself with daily inspiration can 
subliminally affect the quality of your everyday day life.



Vladstudio Companion 
Powered by Intel

Ultrabook devices and Windows* 
8 tablets with an Intel® Atom™ 
processor provide an intuitive 
interface for users to access 
an evolving gallery top-notch 
desktop designs. The touch and 
keyboard capabilities, visually rich 
display and Intel® Core™ processors 
combine to make Vladstudio 
Companion an original way to 
breathe new life into traditional 
desktops.
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To learn more visit www.intel.com/ultrabook

To become an Intel Software Partner visit
www.intel.com/partner

Visit the Ultrabook™ Device App Showcase at 
http://software.intel.com/pams/ultrabookdeviceapps




